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Persian Empire → Crusaders

c. 5th century

c. 14th century
Dr. Wilson’s Coins

CN_PU32120
From Istakir

CN_PUCONST
From Jordan

CN_PU32150
From Tiberius

CN_PU32160
From Jerusalem
CN_PU32120 From Istakir

Obverse

Reverse

Silver dirhem, weight 3.78 grams, diameter 3 cm.
In Pahlavi: “Khusrau; may his glory increase.”
In Arabic: *bism allah*; “In the name of God.”
CN_PU32120 Reverse Detail
CN_PUCONST From Jordan

Obverse

Reverse

weight 4.31 grams, diameter 2 cm.
CN_PUCONST Obverse Detail
CN_PU32150 From Tiberius/Tabariyah

Obverse

Weight 3.31 grams, diameter 2 cm.

Reverse
CN_PU32150 Reverse Detail
Comparison
Jordan vs. Tiberius
CN_PU32160 From Jerusalem

Obverse

Reverse

Weight 3.04 grams, diameter 2 cm.
In Arabic: Muhammad, is the apostle of God.”
Umayyad Dynasty